Structural design of newly developed temporary steel footbridges
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the problems of the design of steel structure intended for the
temporary footbridge, especially for the usage in the construction site for the pedestrian
and bicycle traffic. In the period of last two years, on the author’s workplace in the cooperation with the specialists of the mounting company the new type of steel footbridge
is being developed. Within the framework of this development the attention is mainly
paid to the static and structural design, in particular to the harmonization of the aspects
of static solution and structural detailing, to achieve the efficient design. In the course of
solving this problem, two types of the footbridge are being developed in parallel. Both
footbridges are constructions with the lower deck, truss main girders and bracings; the
first structure with a very small self weight may have the span up to 18 m – “short footbridge”; the second structure with a normal self weight may have the span up to 36 m –
“long footbridge”. This paper is mainly focused on the brief overview of development
process of both footbridges and presents the basic information on their parameters.
The content of the paper is also focused on the brief description of the performance of
experimental verification of the footbridges, both from the viewpoint of the behaviour of
structural details and connections, and from the viewpoint of their actual behaviour as a
whole. Within the framework of experimental programme, static and fatigue tests of
exposed details of main structural members, as well as the full-scale loading tests of
the entire assembled footbridge prototypes, have been performed.
1. INTRODUCTION
The need of the development of new temporary footbridge has been, for instance,
caused by the traffic conditions and safety situation at the construction sites. Especially
in the case of socially important construction works, such as large bridges for example,
the operation and organization at a construction site also requires the ensurance of the
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pedestrian traffic. Also in the case of floods, the necessity of the usage of temporary
bridge structures for the pedestrian and bicycle traffic is non-discussable. These two
reasons gave the initiative to develop the new type of temporary footbridge.
2. BASIC DESCRIPTION OF FOOTBRIDGE STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
Both variants of the footbridge mentioned above differ not only in the span and selfweight, but also in the structural configuration and members cross-sections.
2.1 Short footbridge structural system
The short footbridge (see Fig. 1) is composed as the structure with a lower deck and
two truss main girders with the axial distance of 2 360 mm and theoretical height of
1 390 mm. The length of one segment of the main girder is 1 000 mm. The geometrical
system of the main girder is composed of the parallel straight chords, diagonal and
vertical members; the diagonals in every third segment are crossed. The spatial rigidity
of the footbridge is ensured by longitudinal horizontal truss bracing.

Fig. 1 Composition and geometric parameters of main load-carrying structure of short
footbridge
The chords of truss main girders are rectangular tubes; the dimensions of the upper
chord cross-section are 100 × 60 × 4, dimensions of the lower chord cross-section are
80 × 80 × 4. Dimensions of diagonals and verticals (excluding transverse frames – see
below) are 40 × 40 × 3.2.
The load-carrying structure of the footbridge deck is composed of cross and
longitudinal girders. Cross girders with the axial distance of 3.0 m are placed between
lower chords of the main girders. Longitudinal girders with the axial distance of 0.72 m
and 0.82 m, respectively, are placed between cross girders. The sections of cross
girders are profiles of IPE 140; longitudinal girders are rectangular tubes with the
dimensions of 80 × 40 × 4.
The stability of the compression upper chords of main girders is ensured by the
system of the transverse frames in the distance of 3.0 m. Transverse frames are
composed of cross girders and verticals and they have a sufficient flexural stiffness, to
support the compression upper chords of main girders in horizontal direction.
The footbridge structure has one longitudinal bracing only, in horizontal level of the
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footbridge deck. The deck longitudinal bracing is structured as the truss plane girder of
rhombic system, mainly resistant to the transverse horizontal actions, i.e. transverse
wind load. The chords of the longitudinal bracing are represented by the lower chords
of main girders; the verticals are cross girders; the diagonals have rectangular crosssection with the dimensions of 40 × 40 × 5.
The structure is divided into assembly parts, which are being connected by assembly
connections. They are located on upper and lower chords of main girders in the places
of transverse frames in distances of 3.0 m, in accordance with main girder assembly
segments. The configuration of the short bridge structure is evident from Figs. 2 and 3.

a)

b)
Fig. 2 Short footbridge transverse configuration and members dimensions:
a) footbridge cross-section, b) transverse frame

a)

b)

Fig. 3 Configuration of short footbridge main load-carrying structure and members
dimensions: a) main girder, b) longitudinal bracing
2.2 Long footbridge structural system
The long footbridge (see Fig. 4) is composed as the structure with a lower deck and
two truss main girders with the axial distance of 2 360 mm and theoretical height of
2 670 mm. The length of one segment of the main girder is 3 000 mm. The geometrical
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system of the main girder is composed of the parallel straight chords, diagonal and
vertical members; the diagonals are crossed. The spatial rigidity of the footbridge is
ensured by longitudinal horizontal truss bracings.

Fig. 4 Composition and geometric parameters of main load-carrying structure of long
footbridge
The chords of truss main girders are rectangular tubes; the dimensions of the upper
chord are 100 × 100 × 4, dimensions of the lower chord are 140 × 80 × 4. The vertical
members of truss main girders are also rectangular tubes with cross-sections of
140 × 140 × 5, the diagonals have a circular cross-section with a diameter of 30 mm.
The load-carrying structure of the footbridge deck is composed of cross and
longitudinal girders. Cross girders with the axial distance of 3.0 m are placed between
lower chords of the main girders. Longitudinal girders with the axial distance of 0.72 m
and 0.82 m, respectively, are placed between cross girders. Both cross girders, and
longitudinal girders are rectangular tubes with the cross-sections of 80 × 40 × 4.

a)

b)

Fig. 5 Long footbridge transverse configuration and members dimensions: a) footbridge
cross-section, b) transverse frames (at support and at span)
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The footbridge structure has lower and upper bracings. Two longitudinal bracings
are used: the lower bracing at horizontal level of the footbridge deck and the upper one
at the level of the main girder upper chords. Both longitudinal bracings are structured
as the truss plane girders of rhombic system, mainly resistant to the transverse
horizontal actions, i.e. transverse wind load. The chords of the lower longitudinal
bracing are represented by the lower chords of main girders; the verticals are cross
girders; the diagonals are circular tubes with the cross-section of TR 33.7 × 2.6. The
chords of the upper longitudinal bracing are represented by the upper chords of the
main girders; the verticals are rectangular tubes with cross-section 140 × 140 × 5; the
diagonals are circular cross-sections with the diameter 16 mm.
The structure is divided into assembly parts, which are being connected by assembly
connections. They are located on upper and lower chords of main girders in the places
of vertical members the in distances of 3.0 m, in accordance with main girder assembly
segments. The configuration of the short bridge main load-carrying structure is evident
from Figs. 5, 6 and 7.

Fig. 6 Configuration of long footbridge main girder

a)

b)

Fig. 7 Configuration of long footbridge longitudinal bracings: a) upper bracing (at level
of main girder upper chords), b) lower bracing (at level of footbridge deck)
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3. LOADING TESTS OF FOOTBRIDGE PROTOTYPES
For the verification of the actual behaviour of the developed footbridges as a whole,
the loading tests of the entire construction have been realized. The main aim of loading
tests was to verify both load-carrying systems from the viewpoint of serviceability limit
state, and in parallel, partially from the viewpoint of ultimate limit state. Within the limit
state of serviceability the stiffness of structural systems as a whole has been verified
measuring the deflections of the whole structure subjected to usual operating loads.
Within the ultimate limit state the stresses in the chords of main girders have been
monitored measuring the relative deformations using strain gauges.
3.1 Short footbridge loading tests
The real configuration of the short footbridge prototype manufactured is shown in Fig.
8, including some most important structural details – assembly joints. For loading test
the footbridge with the span of 18 m has been assembled. After the structure assembly,
measuring devices and indicators have been installed – see illustration in Fig. 9.

a)

c)

b)

Fig. 8 Prototype of short footbridge: a) overview at whole structure, b) assembly joint of
lower chord, c) assembly joint of upper chord
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a)

b)

Fig. 9 Illustration of measuring devices: a) indicators of deflections installed on lower
chord, b) strain gauges installed on diagonal and lower chord

Fig. 10 Illustration of loading test realization
The loads have been represented by steel profiles, weight of which has been chosen
to correspond with the real operating load usual for normal traffic conditions. The loads
have been introduced to the structure gradually (see Fig. 10), that the maximal value of
the testing load was 3.33 kNm-2 over the whole footbridge length. During the loading
process, the deflections w and normal stresses σ have been monitored and measured
continuously to obtain their progress in dependence on time, which also means on load
progress. Illustrations of progress of the deflections and normal stresses at the midlength measured on the main girder chords are shown in Figs. 11 and 12.
From Figs. 11 and 12 the values of deflections and normal stresses in the chords of
main girders are evident. The maximal deflection in the mid-length for operating load
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over the whole footbridge length is approximately equal to 40 mm. This value is less
than the deflection limit given by the value of L / 300 = 18 000 / 300 = 60 mm, so that it
reaches about of 2/3 of this limit. The normal stresses in the main girder chords reach
the maximal value about of 60 MPa that means safely under the nominal yield strength
value, which is equal to 355 MPa (steel grade of S 355).
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Fig. 11 Progress of deflections of short footbridge at mid-length (measured on lower
chord) in dependence on time: left girder – red line, right girder – blue line
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Fig. 12 Progress of normal stresses of short footbridge in girder chords at mid-length in
dependence on time: upper chord – green line, lower chord – pink line
3.2 Long footbridge loading tests
The real configuration of the short footbridge prototype manufactured is shown in Fig.
13, including details of assembly joints of main girder chords. Fig. 13 demonstrates the
completed footbridge structure with the span of 36 m before the loading test. After the
structure assembly, measuring devices have been installed – see illustration in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 13 Prototype of long footbridge: a) overview at whole structure, b) assembly joint of
lower chord, c) assembly joint of upper chord

Fig. 14 Illustration of measuring devices: indicators of deflections and strain gauges
installed on lower chord
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Fig. 15 Illustration of loading test realization
The loads have been represented by package of building materials, weight of each
of them was 1 000 kg. Testing loads have been introduced to the structure gradually
(see Fig. 15), so that its value, when the load was over the whole footbridge length,
was 3.33 kNm-2, which correspond with the usual operating load. During the loading
process, the deflections w and normal stresses σ have been monitored and measured
continuously. Illustrations of progress of the deflections and normal stresses in the midlength measured on the main girder chords are shown in Figs. 16 and 17.
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Fig. 16 Progress of deflections of long footbridge at mid-length (measured on lower
chord) in dependence on time: left girder – red line, right girder – blue line
From Figs. 16 and 17 the values of deflections and normal stresses in the chords of
main girders are evident. The maximal deflection in the mid-length for operating load
over the whole footbridge length is approximately equal to 55 mm. This value is much
less than the deflection limit given by the value of L / 300 = 36 000 / 300 = 120 mm, so
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that it reaches less than about of 1/2 of this limit. The normal stresses in the main girder
chords reach the maximal value about of 70 MPa that means safely under the nominal
yield strength value, which is equal to 355 MPa (steel grade of S 355).
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Fig. 17 Progress of normal stresses of long footbridge in girder chords at mid-length in
dependence on time: upper chord – green line, lower chord – pink line
4. FATIGUE TESTS OF ASSEMBLY JOINTS
For the verification of the fatigue resistance of details and connections, the fatigue
loading tests of the main girders assembly joints have been realized. The main aim of
fatigue tests of assembly joints was to verify the behaviour of the details subjected to
loading actions corresponding to the actual loads caused by the operating traffic, which
means to investigate the typical failure modes and based on the test results to derive
the fatigue category of structural details and respectively, to estimate structural lifetime
and durability and to predict the behaviour of the footbridge structure in the real traffic
conditions with regard to influence of repeated cyclic load. Because of the significant
effects of the tensile stress amplitude on the fatigue resistance, the assembly joints of
main girders lower chords have been mainly tested.
Fatigue tests and their evaluation have been in detail discussed in (Karmazínová,
2013) and (Karmazínová and Simon, 2013), for example, here the brief information only
is presented.
4.1 Short footbridge fatigue tests
The configuration of test specimens for fatigue tests corresponded with the actual
composition of assembly joints of main girder lower chord. Fatigue tests realization
including typical fatigue failure of tested joint type is illustrated by photos in Fig. 18.
The typical failure mechanism was characterized by the failure of end parts of chords
near the welds connecting the end plate (with sheets for the pin) to the chord profile.
Based on the relationships between the number of cycles and stress amplitude and
applying the procedure for the evaluation of fatigue tests (ČSN 73 1401, 1998) the
fatigue detail category has been derived as ΔσC = 43 MPa.
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Fig. 18 Fatigue tests of assembly joints of main girder lower chord of short footbridge
4.2 Long footbridge fatigue tests
The configuration of test specimens for fatigue tests corresponded with the actual
composition of assembly joints of main girder lower chord. Fatigue tests realization
including typical fatigue failure of tested joint type is illustrated in Fig. 19.

Fig. 19 Fatigue tests of assembly joints of main girder lower chord of long footbridge
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The fatigue failure of the joints occurred by two basic modes (see Fig. 19): failure
(fracture) of the pin or failure (cracks) in the base material of the sheet around the holes
for pins or of the ends of connected members around the holes for pins. No failure of
the welds occurred, even nor after reaching maximal number of cycles realized for the
defined force amplitudes. For example, using the evaluating procedure (ČSN 73 1401,
1998) the fatigue detail category for the pins has been derived as ΔσC = 30 MPa.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The description of the progress of structural design and the partial results of loading
tests performed so far (see above) shown the usability of newly developed footbridges
intended for the pedestrian and cyclist traffic. However, the works on the verification
and precision of the investigated structural system are about in the half of the whole
process. The first results, which indicate the usability and suitability of this construction
for the purposes given, should be confirmed by the next verification using experimental
and theoretical methods including numerical modelling, to obtain the reliable and
durable structural system complying requirements for temporary footbridges, not only
from the viewpoint of load-carrying capacity, but also from the viewpoint of satisfied
structural stiffness, regarding the repeated usage of this construction in practice.
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